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SETS OF LATTICE POINTS THAT FORM NO SQUARES
by

M. AJTAI and E. SZEMERÉDI

consider the lattice points in a square of size nyn, i.e. consider e.g. the points
where 0=r, j=n. P. Enoós and R. Gnnseu [l] conjectured that given any positive constant c, any set of cn2 elements from-among
the above lattice points contains four points that form a square the sides of whicñ
are parallel to the coordinate axes provided ¿ is large enough, depending on c.
We are unable to settle this problem here. Instead we consider the easier iase of
(i,

j) in the Cartensian plane

isoceles right-angled triangles whose sides are parallel to the axes; the consideration
of this case was also suggested by Enoós and GneH,cÀa. First we prove the following

THEonru 1. Tlwe is,a positiue obsolute constant c such that, gíuen any positiue
integer n, there are c(rr(n))z lattice points in a square of size nxi io three' if whtch
form an isoceles ríght-angled triangle whose sizes are parallel to the axes.

Here

rr(r)

denotes the largest integer ¡r¿ such that there are m ìntegers less
of which form an arithmetic progression. According to a iesult of
F. B¡Hn¡Nn, we have rs(n)>-7¡r-"lltog;.
than n no three

Pnoop. Let ar,.;.,a," (k:r"(l[nl2)), where [.] stands for the integral part of
of integers iess than n containing nã ariihmetic
progression of three elements, and consider the set ,S of those latticè points in the
square 0=x, y<n that are in the intersection of lines of form y]xl2a; and
!:-xI2a; (l=i,7<k). As any two such line intersects each other in a lattice
point, it is easy to see that s has at least kzl4 elements. As r"([nl2]) and rr(r) have
-c(í"1n¡)r,
the same orders of rnagnitude, it is clear that the cardinality of s is át least
where c is an easily computable absolute constant. We show that there are nb"thíee
points belonging to ,S that form a right-angled isoceles triangle with sides parallel
to the axes. Assume, on the contrary, that ABC is such a triangle, say Æ:SC.
Vy'e may assurne, without loss of generality, that each of the points Ã, B, and C
lies on different lines of form y:¡a 2a; (the other possibility, wlien each of A, B, and
clies on different lines of form y- -xr2a can be dealt with similarly);say .4
lies_ on-the line y:¡¡2e,, C on.y:x*2a", and .B on y:x+2q,. Then-a,i o",
and a, form an arithmetic progression, which is a contradiction. The proof complete.
In the other direction, ìve prove the following:
the bracketed number) be a òequence

THeonpn 2. Let c>0, and let s be a set of cnz of lattice poittts ín a square of
nXn. Then there at'e three poittt.s irt S that form qn isocelel right-angled triangie
whose sides are parallel to the axes, prouided n is large enough.

size

Pnoop. Assume that the assertion of the theorem fails, and let q, be the largest
constant such that there are cnnz points that violate the assertion of the theorém,
and put c : Iim c,, . Then c 0 holds according to our assumption. Let n be a rarge
=
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ol (c-e)rlr, points in a square of size r¡).r¡ such that S
uot contain an isoceles triangle rvhose sides are palallel to the axes. We are
going to obtain a contradiction by showing that there is a square of size /¡Xk that
contains (c+e\k¿ elements of S (i.e. there are et, e¿, ar.rd r/such that there are (rr le)/t:
elements of S of forur (a, f irl, a"i.id ) with 0 = i, .i < È).
First rve shorv that, alurost every line x-i (0=¡<r¡) contains at tnost (c* l'e)r¡
eleinents of S. i.e. the number of exceptional ¡'s is tt(n\. Let us consider the lines
.r::i for tli=i<(t].l)y'n, where 0-<t=/ri. lt is enough to shorv that the numbet'
of exceptional r's satisfying this condition is o(yi). In fact, assume, on the contrary,
that there is a positive çonstant 4 independent of ¡r that there are 7li exceptional
i's wìth tf n=i<(tll){i for some 0=¡=/ñ. The set 11 of exceptional i's satisfying
this corrdition can contain an arithmetic progression atid (0=.i=lr) of length /i.
where /¡ can be arbitrarily large, depending on /?; note that we use the following
theorem here: an infinite sequence of integers of positive upper density contains
an arbitrarily long arithmetic pro-eression (see [2]). Now split the set of positive inteT, , T, is an arithmetic progression of length Å: with difference
gers = /¡ as 7u L-l
o=P,,*
d anrJ T, contains at rnost 4.n elernents (note thal cl</ñ). Then there is an 1so
that A,:7,)<.{aI.irl: g=7=/';} contains at least (ci2e)k! elements of S, since
each a-fjd was exceptional. If k is large enough, then in view of the definition
of c, the set l¡llS contains an isoceles triangle rvith sides parallel to the axes, which
contradicts the definition of S.
So rve have shown that, loosely speaking only very few lines -x:i (0=¡-rr)
can contain "more then the average" number of elelnents of S; therefo¡e. only
a few lines contain "less than the average" nut.uber of elements of S; more precisely,
an easy computation gives that there are less than 2/ã¡i lines th¿tt contain lììore
than (caella)n. elements of S.
Now co¡sider the lines y:¡1/¡. whe¡e -tt=lt=tt' If e is sn.rall enou-qh,
say s < ci 100 then there is sr,rch a line with lt:lto containing cnf 4 eletnents of S. Omit
thäse points which lie on a vertical line containing less than (c-srlr)¡l elements
of S; there still remain say cnf 6 points. Let these elements of S have abcissas a,
(0=i<cnl6). According to a theorem cited just before, there is an arithmetic pro-eression a I id of length lr each elements of which is some a,; and we may also assume
that d -/n. Now decompose the set of integers =/t as Zu U U T, as above (with
tt<t<nlk
the new parameters d and k).
The rectangle [0, ir)X {a+jd:0=.i-=/ú} contains at least (c-lE)nk points
of Saseachline ,t:a1-.icl contains at least (.c-le)n; no square Tix{a+id:0=.¡ -k}
maycontain more than (c*e).(-e points if k is large enough inview of the clefinitiorl
.*.rnt at most f'^i)contains at least (c-er/r.¡/ir
of c. So almost every T,

integer, and let S be a set
cloes

[i...

all of them do, as those 7¿'s which do not, may
be added l-o Tu, which will thus have cardinality =2ertatt' There is an / such that
Z¡ contains at least cÆ/8 elements of ø,iiu. Note that no line ¡t:q'¡¡t.^r'I
corrtain an element with abscissa a.,for any j (so, in particular. with abscissa belonging
to the arithmetic progression a+id) as then (a¡, a¡lh), (.a¡,a¡), (.a¡,a¡|.h) would
be an isoceles triangle. This means that at least ck/8 lines of the square

elements

of S. We may

assume that

TÁ{a+.Ìdi g=.i=k}
Sf 2rai ¿( S( ?eÌf

¡r¿

rtrili

I'l
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?: note that we use the following
f positive upper density contains
. Now split the set of positive inte-< i

rgression of length k with difference

nt d-</n).

11

¡o eletnent of S which is a contradiction, provided k is la¡ge enough
Ii'*. ru* that alrnost every line of a square must contain many elenents of S. (We
ir"urd this for the original square ø, provided S is large enough; but these conditions
iãi¿ fo. the abo^ve snraller square too, as it contains at least (c-e1ta¡¡¡t elernents
äi s.l rn. Proof is comPlete'
,.ônrains
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